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Abstract

Many approaches in object categorization require prior
knowledge about the objects scale and location in the im-
age and impose a lot of constraints on the used images.
Also the probability of learning relevant data depends on
the number and variety of training images. Furthermore, it
is not ensured that just relevant data is learned that directly
corresponds with the object category without any manual
assistance. We present a new idea that utilizes unsuper-
vised object localization based on a structure-from-motion
approach. Using spatio-temporal information taken from
image sequences allows a separation of relevant data. This
leads to a high probability of learning relevant data with a
distinct reduction of the computational complexity needed
to obtain a final classifier. Results show that learning just
relevant object data improves the object representation.

1. Introduction

Most of the current object categorization approaches
([1], [7], [6], [8], [16]) are somehow constrained, either
by prohibiting highly cluttered background in the training
images or within the allowed object positioning. Usually
this is solved by manually preselecting the object or by as-
suming that the object is always prominently located in the
training images. Opelt et al. [13] got good classification
results without these constraints. Even so, the probability
of learning relevant information depends on the number of
training images. The experiments with the approach used in
[13] showed that some percentage of the learned data is not
directly interrelated with the learned object but at the most
within some contextual relation to the object. The amount
of the learned data that is not directly related with the object
increases if all the positive training images contain nearly
similar background whereas the negative training images
show different backgrounds. The functionality of the learn-
ing model in [13] cannot cope with these training sets.

We present an approach that satisfies the task of learn-
ing a classifier ensuring that just relevant data is used even

if the training images are disadvantageously chosen. This
solution works on highly cluttered images within the task
of generic object categorization. Additional we perform an
adequate experimental evaluation, showing the benefits of
our idea.

To ensure that just relevant data is used we need to seg-
ment the object from the background, which is impossible
from any single 2D image. Therefore, our approach is based
on videos of scenes containing the objects, taken by a mov-
ing camera. Based on structure-from-motion, we segment
the individual frames by using spatio-temporal information
to generate the 3D structure. Many methods exits that are
capable to extract the structure of a scene ([2],[4],[5]).

We use a two step approach which first extracts the cam-
era pose from an artificial target (for detail see [14]) for each
frame. Then the structure is estimated by triangulation of
tracked image features (see figure 1). From this reconstruc-
tion we cluster the features in 3D-space into distinct objects,
which can be learned by the framework presented in [13].

Figure 1. System setup showing the camera
and the artificial target for camera pose esti-
mation with respect to the object.
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Figure 2. (a) shows one of our targets. (b) shows that four tangents between two ellipses give eight
invariant points under perspective projection.

2. Motion Estimation

Motion estimation is based on permanent camera pose
updates, which estimate the 6 degrees of freedom of the
camera (positiont and orientationR) for each frame. The
camera pose is estimated relative to the world coordinate
frame, which is attached to our artificial target (see figure
1).

To compute the camera pose we need the 3D coordi-
nates from a minimum of 4 coplanar image points. For
this purpose, we have designed unique targets (see figure
2(a)) which are positioned in the scene. Under perspective
projection, the invariant properties of such targets are the
intersection points of the tangents between two circles (see
figure 2(b)). A similar idea based on invariant projection of
two circles has been presented by Chen et al. [3]. As we
know the 3D coordinates of these points from our model,
which also defines the coordinate system, we are able to
estimate the camera pose. For computation we use an algo-
rithm which is iteratively minimizing an error metric based
on collinearity in the model. For more detail the reader is
referred to [11].

3. Structure Estimation

To estimate the structure of the scene we use 2D-frame-
per-frame correspondence. Natural image features (Harris
corners [10]) are tracked over several frames. A pointXi

in the scene is projected in the imagej, with posePj , as
image pointpij

λpij = PjXi. (1)

As we know the posePj for each image from our target
and the position of the point in more than one image we
can calculateXi. To eliminate the scale factorλ the cross
product is calculated

pij × (PjXi) = 0. (2)

For each measured image point we obtain two independend
equations from equation 2 in terms ofXi. To solve the lin-

ear system of equations we use singular value decomposi-
tion.

To take care of outliers we backproject the reconstructed
point Xi in all imagesj and calculate the error as the dis-
tance between measured and reprojected points. If the error
is larger than 10 times the median of all errors then the point
is rejected as an outlier.

4. Object Localization

After estimating the 3D position of the corner features
we try to combine adjacent 3D features to clusters which
represent individual objects. As we do not know the number
of visible objects in one video, the number of clusters is
also unknown. Thus several clustering algorithms like k-
means cannot be used. To cope with that problem we use a
hierarchical clustering approach. A dissimilarity matrix for
all reconstructed pointsXi is calculated. The dissimilarity
matrix contains the Euclidian distances from each point to
all other points.

This matrix is used to iteratively connect close pairs of
points (or clusters) to bigger clusters. Finally this process
would result in one big cluster containing all points. There-
fore, we need to define a stop criterion. We use the furthest
distance between two points in a cluster. Two clusters will
be merged if and only if the furthest distance of the merged
cluster will be smaller than a certain threshold. In our ex-
periments we set this threshold to0.5 meters.

As a result of this clustering process we obtain a few
clusters. In figure 3 we have backprojected all reconstructed
3D features in one image of a test video image sequence.
The clusters are overlapping in the image. This happens
only because of the projection into the image. As a differ-
ence to [15] we are only interested in one object, which is
the one we want to learn. We recorded the videos only for
this purpose with the constraint that the object (and also its
cluster) is visible in all frames.
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Figure 3. The backprojected clusters in the image are shown in (a) whereas (b) shows just the found
clusters.
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Figure 4. The framework used for the classification (for details see [13]).

5. Classification

To generate a classifier we use the framework presented
in [13]. Figure 4 shows an overview of the framework. The
labelled images are input to the region extraction module,
which extracts regions of interest around salient points (fea-
tures). These regions are normalized with respect to scale,
affine transformations and illumination. The next module
offers the possibility of calculating various description vec-
tors for these regions. The images now represented by de-
scription vectors of salient regions are input to the learning
module. The learning procedure based on AdaBoost com-
putes a final classifier that is a linear combination of various

weak classifiers that are obtained by the Weak Hypothesis
Finder. The final classifier is then applied to new test im-
ages.

6. Experiments

In our experiments we used an affine invariant interest
point detector ([12]). The resulting regions are normalized
to a uniform size of 16x16 pixels. To describe the resulting
regions we use moment invariants [9] with a dimension of
9.

As a dataset we created image sequences of 100 differ-
ent books with nearly the same background (see figure 5).



Figure 5. This figure shows examples from our dataset. Each row shows some frames of one image
sequence of an instance of the category books.

Figure 6. This figure shows some examples from our background set.

As a negative class we used 300 images taken in our office
(see figure 6), not containing the object and with different
backgrounds. The results were obtained using 50 videos for
training and 50 for testing, choosing the first, middle and
last frame of each image sequence. The features located on
the target were automatically removed. 150 images from
the background set were used for training and the other half
as test images.

We wish to compare the classifiers we achieve by train-
ing on the whole images against classifiers we achieve by
only using interest points which lie inside the clusters.

It is obvious that the classifier resulting from the train-
ing on the unclustered images might also contain irrele-
vant data. Choosing an average background distribution
as shown in [13], approximately 20 percent of the learned
weak hypotheses are not located on the object. But most
of them are contextually related with the object. Problems
occur if training is performed on an unfavorable dataset as
in our case, where the backgrounds of the positive images
are often similar but different to the negative training im-
ages. In our experiment the resulting classifier, that consists
of several weak hypotheses contains more than 40 percent
of irrelevant data. The first six weak hypotheses are shown
in figure 7(a). In contrary to that we learned on the clus-
tered images and obtained a classifier containing just rele-
vant data. Figure 7(b) shows the first six weak hypotheses

of this classifier where all the subsequent hypotheses are
also located on the object.

With respect to the classification performance we created
the ROC curves using the classifier learned on the unclus-
tered images. Figure 8(a) shows a classification result of
86.3% testing on the whole test images. The solid line rep-
resents the ROC curve applying this classifier to the clus-
ters in the positive images. The poor performance of nearly
guessing shows that a classifier consisting of 40 percent ir-
relevant data might give good results but is not classifying
the object but rather the background.

Figure 8(b) shows the ROC curves using the classifier
learned on the clustered images. Again the dashed line
represents the classification performance on the unclustered
test images which increases to87.5%. Using 100 percent
relevant data in this classifier we obtain a result of84.3%
tested just on the object clusters in the images. The small
difference in the performance is due to some background
regions that are closely similar to some parts of books.

In table 1 we show a summary of the classification
performances obtained using the various combinations of
learning and testing.

Our Learning Module using AdaBoost results in a clas-
sification output of1 or −1 voting for a belonging to the
category or not, respectively. This result is obtained by ap-
plying a sigmoid function to the score produced by a linear
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Figure 7. (a) shows the first six weak hypotheses learned from the raw image data whereas (b) shows
the first six weak hypotheses learned with the clustered image data.
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Figure 8. ROC curves for the classification on the dataset books. (a) shows the test result with a
classifier learned with features in the whole images whereas (b) shows the results we obtain using
just the clustered features.
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Figure 9. This diagram shows the resulting classification scores of AdaBoost for each frame of one
video of the test set using the whole image. The solid line shows the variation of the score of the
classifier trained on the whole image whereas the dashed line represents the scores tested with the
classifier obtained on the clustered training images.

Learning

whole images image clusters
test on whole image 86.3% 87.5%

test on image clusters 52.7% 84.3%

Table 1. The classification results using the
object clusters and the whole image for learn-
ing and testing.

combination of all the weak classifiers of this final classi-
fier. Figure 9 shows the variation of this score over a whole
image sequence of a book from the test set. This diagram
shows that a classifier obtained by training on the whole
image has a higher uncertainty in the classification result.
Using a classifier trained on the clustered images for catego-
rizing each frame of this video results in scores having half
of the standard deviation than using the classifier trained on
the whole image. Even if the values in the first row of ta-
ble 1 are nearly the same the high standard deviation of the
score means that the background has a high influence on the
classifier trained on the whole images.

7. Discussion and Outlook

Object categorization using AdaBoost without any prior
knowledge in the object location can result in uncertain
classifiers if the training images are disadvantageously cho-
sen. To cope with this problem we used a 3D reconstruction
approach based on structure-from-motion on videos, com-
bined with our object recognition framework. The object

localization is used to cluster the region around the object.
This enables the learning of just object relevant data to cre-
ate a final classifier. The experimental evaluation shows that
this suppresses the learning of classifiers that contain back-
ground data which leads to a categorization with high cer-
tainty of being directly related to the object.

This work is a first step towards combining spatio-
temporal information with object recognition. We further
want to do more experimental evaluation as well as learning
object categories using objects that are represented through
features that are stable through many frames of the video.
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